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Abstract
We discuss aspects of holography in the AdS3×Sp near string geometry of a collection
of straight fundamental heterotic strings. We use anomalies and symmetries to determine
general features of the dual CFT. The symmetries suggest the appearance of nonlinear
superconformal algebras, and we show how these arise in the framework of holographic
renormalization methods. The nonlinear algebras imply intricate formulas for the central
charge, and we show that in the bulk these correspond to an infinite series of quantum
gravity corrections. We also makes some comments on the worldsheet σ-model for strings
on AdS3 × S2, which is the holographic dual geometry of parallel heterotic strings in five
dimensions.
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1. Introduction
One can attempt to describe the fundamental string in supergravity by looking for
a solution with the same symmetries and charges as a fundamental string. For example,
in the classical two-derivative approximation, N fundamental heterotic strings in 5D are
described by the geometry
ds25E = H
−1/3(−dt2 + dy2) +H2/3(dr2 + r2dΩ2) , (1.1)
where
H = 1 +
√
α′N
2r
. (1.2)
Away from the origin, this solution captures the nontrivial backreacted geometry produced
by the string, but at the origin the curvature diverges, signaling the need to retain higher
derivative string theory corrections. The leading order corrections in heterotic string theory
arise at four-derivatives (R2), and are known in detail [1,2,3,4]. Keeping just corrections
of this order, the fundamental string solution (given in [5,6]) then takes the form (1.1),
with H interpolating from the large r behavior (1.2) to the r → 0 near string limit
H → ℓ
3
r3
, ℓ =
√
α′
2
. (1.3)
The corresponding near string geometry is AdS3×S2, a smooth space. The string coupling
at the origin vanishes in the leading approximation, but the R2-corrections stabilize it at
ghet5 = 2
1/4N−1/2 . (1.4)
The string coupling can be made arbitrarily small for large N , so it is meaningful to
use the near string solution as the target space for a string theory σ-model. Such a
description is also facilitated by the absence of Ramond sector fields. The resulting theory
is interesting because, according to AdS/CFT, it provides a dual description of the original
source strings. In other words, the bulk theory is the holographic dual of N fundamental
heterotic strings.
There are a number of obstacles to surmount in order to make this story precise.
In terms of applying higher derivative corrections to the supergravity action, a general
problem with any solution of order string string scale is that there is no small expansion
parameter, and so one generally expects an infinite series of corrections that are all of
the same order. In a similar vein, there are field redefinition ambiguities to contend with,
since, for example, gµν and α
′Rµν are of the same order. What makes the present situation
special is that symmetries and anomalies in the near horizon region are so powerful that
some features of the solution are protected from corrections beyond the four-derivative
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order. An important example is that the spacetime central charges can be determined
exactly in this manner, which in turn leads to precise results for black hole entropy.
The next issue appears when we consider the symmetries of the near horizon geometry
of fundamental strings. If we extend our discussion to the case of a straight fundamental
string in p + 3 dimensions, then we expect the existence of an AdS3 × Sp near horizon
geometry. The presence of the AdS3 factor implies the existence of left and right moving
Virasoro algebras [7]. Further, we expect the near horizon geometry to preserve 16 super-
charges, due to the usual near horizon enhancement. Based on the worldsheet structure of
the heterotic string, we thus expect a (0, 8) theory with SO(p+1) acting as an R-symmetry.
The puzzle is that in the standard list of superconformal algebras one has at most 4 right
moving supercurrents.
There is at least one potential resolution of this puzzle: there exist nonlinear supercon-
formal algebras with the required symmetries [8,9]. These algebras contain just the stress
tensor, R-symmetry currents, and supercurrents, and are classified according to their finite
dimensional supergroups. The algebras are nonlinear in that bilinears of the R-currents
appear in the OPEs of the supercurrents. These nonlinear algebras have been studied
from the algebraic perspective [10,11,12,13,14,15] but have not found many physical appli-
cations. One place where they are known to appear is as the asymptotic symmetry algebra
of AdS3 supergravity based on arbitrary supergroups, as was noted in [16,17], and shown
in detail in [18]. Since they naturally appear in the context of AdS3 supergravity, we are
led to conjecture that the symmetry algebras of our heterotic string solutions are precisely
these nonlinear superconformal algebras.
This proposal has a number of interesting implications, of which we now mention one
(there are also some puzzles, as we discuss later on). The algebras are each parameterized
by a parameter k, identified with the level of the R-symmetry current algebra. Jacobi
identities give a formula for the central charge in terms of k that has the structure c(k) ∼
k + k0 + 1k + . . .. By contrast, the ordinary superconformal algebras have c ∼ k. As we’ll
show explicitly, k is proportional to the number of heterotic strings N . From (1.4) we see
that the expansion in 1/k is equivalent to an expansion in g2s , i.e. in Newton’s constant. In
other words, we find that the Jacobi identities of the nonlinear algebras imply an infinite
series of quantum gravity corrections to the central charges. Using standard methods, we
can translate this result into quantum gravity corrections to the entropy of black holes
in this theory. We find it remarkable that (under our assumptions) these corrections are
determined algebraically.
This paper is aimed at collecting some results and observations related to the holo-
graphic duals of heterotic strings, mainly based on the hypothesis that they are governed
by the nonlinear superconformal algebras. We start by discussing the explicit solution
for the geometry near N fundamental strings in 5D when R2-corrections are taken into
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account. For this we must dualize previous results [5,6] to the heterotic frame. We next
revisit the symmetry and anomaly inflow arguments from [19,20,21] and generalize them
to AdS3 × Sp solutions for all p. After a review of the salient aspects of the nonlinear
algebras, we give results for the exact central charges including quantum corrections. For
example, we find results for the central charges for geometries like AdS3 × S7 that have
not yet been found as solutions to supergravity with higher derivative terms.
In the next several sections of the paper we study the symmetry aspects of the holo-
graphic duality. We set up the holographic renormalization formalism needed to regulate
and interpret infrared divergences in AdS [22,23,24,25]. We show how the nonlinear al-
gebras follow from systematic application of AdS/CFT, reproducing the results of [18].
This classical treatment only gives the large k limit of the algebra (the Poisson bracket
algebra), but we explain how the full quantum algebra arises from the bulk point of view.
The quantum corrrections to the central charge can be understood in the more familar
context of the formula for the Sugawara central charge, and we review the corresponding
AdS3 side of the story.
In the last section of the paper we make some comments on the string theory σ-model
on AdS3 × S2. We review some of the standard results on string theory in AdS3 and find
that the simplest candidates reproduce most, but not all, of the features expected from
the spacetime point of view. It is an interesting problem to find a workable worldsheet
theory with the correct properties.
Note: As this work was being completed, a talk by Strominger at Strings 2007 reported
results which overlap with some of those presented here; in particular, the relevance of the
nonlinear superconformal algebras. More recently, the papers [26,27,28] have appeared, all
dealing with aspects of holography for fundamental strings.
2. Nonsingular heterotic string solutions in 5D
In [5,6] nonsingular supergravity solutions were found representing a collection of
straight heterotic strings in 5D. The supersymmetric completion of certain R2-terms [4]
were included, as they must be in order to avoid naked singularities. The explicit solutions
asymptote between 5D Minkowski spacetime and a near horizon AdS3 × S2 region. If we
replace AdS3 by a BTZ black hole and dimensionally reduce along the horizon direction
we recover the small 4D black holes studied in [29,30,31,32].
The solution in [5,6] is presented in terms of M-theory compactified on K3×T 2, with
N M5-branes wrapped onK3. In this description the horizon attractor value for the moduli
was found to give the volume Vol(T 2) = M1(2πlP )
2 with the modulus M1 = 2−1/3N2/3
3
and lP is the 11D Planck length. In type IIA variables
4 the corresponding string coupling
is
gIIAs = 2
−1/4N1/2 . (2.1)
We choose to fix the total volume of K3× T 2 to be the unit volume (2πlP )6, so
Vol(K3) = (M1)−1(2πlP )4 = (2πls)4 , (2.2)
where ls =
√
α′.
In this paper we want to analyze physics in the heterotic string frame. For this we use
six-dimensional IIA-heterotic duality, under which the dilaton transforms as eφ
het
6 = e−φ
IIA
6 ,
and the Einstein frame metric is invariant. To proceed, we use the standard relation
between Einstein and string frame metrics,
gEµν = e
− 4φD
D−2 gSµν , (2.3)
as well as the redefinition of the dilaton under dimensional reduction,
e−2φD−p =
√
detgSmne
−2φD , (2.4)
where gSmn is the string frame metric of the compact space.
On the IIA side we find eφ
IIA
6 = eφ
IIA
10 = gIIAs , and therefore the heterotic string
coupling is
ghets = e
φhet
6 = 21/4N−1/2 . (2.5)
The heterotic string is therefore weakly coupled for large N .
Next, we consider the length scales of the geometry as measured in the heterotic string
frame. Using the invariance of the 6D Einstein metric and (2.3), the conversion factor is
Lhet =
1
gIIAs
LIIA , (2.6)
where each length is measured with respect to the corresponding string length.
The heterotic dual is compactified to 6D on T 4 and there is an additional S1 bringing
the theory to 5D. On the IIA side this circle has size
√
M1(2πlP ) =
√
M1(gIIAs )
1
3 (2πls).
Applying the conversion factor (2.6), as well as M1 = (gIIAs )
4
3 , we find the size on the
heterotic side to be
2πRhet5 = 2πls . (2.7)
4 The string units are given as usual as lP = g
1/3
s ls, R11 = gsls = g
2/3
s lP . This gives gs =
(R11/lP )
3/2 = (M1)3/4.
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This is precisely the self-dual radius, which is interesting because it makes enhanced sym-
metry possible.
Let us now turn to the 5D part of the geometry. In the IIA variables the AdS3 and
S2 radii were determined to have sizes [5,6]
ℓIIAS =
1
2
ℓIIAA =
(
1
4
N
)1/3
lP =
1√
2
gIIAs ls . (2.8)
The heterotic geometry is also AdS3 × S2 but the overall scale is different. From (2.6) we
find
ℓhetS =
1
2
ℓhetA =
1√
2
ls . (2.9)
This is of string scale independent of the number of heterotic strings N . The string scale
size of the geometry is in accord with the general scaling arguments of Sen (e.g. [33]).
One might wonder why we bothered to keep track of the precise numerical factors in
the above, given that, as discussed in the introduction, the geometry is in principle subject
to corrections from higher derivative terms as well as field redefinitions. The motivation
for this is that our results might turn out to be unexpectedly robust. The results for
the geometry were derived in the context of the supersymmetric action of [4] in which
the supersymmetry variations are uncorrected by higher derivative terms. This principle
removes the field redefinition ambiguity (or rather defines a preferred choice of fields).
Also, we expect that the solution actually preserves 16 supersymmetries, not all of which
are manifest, and it could be that some of our results are fixed by this large amount of
supersymmetry.
3. Chern-Simons terms for heterotic string solutions
In this section we explain the significance of Chern-Simons terms for AdS3×Sp×T 7−p
solutions to heterotic string theory. We assume a constant dilaton and a uniform H-flux
on AdS3 carrying the charge of N heterotic strings. The only explicitly known solutions
of this type are the p = 2 solutions discussed in the last section. We can nevertheless try
to anticipate some features of solutions for general p.
Since these geometries include an AdS3 factor, there is a corresponding asymptotic
symmetry algebra containing left and right moving Virasoro algebras with central charges
cL,R [7]. Further, isometries of the S
p yield an SO(p+ 1) current algebra at some level k.
We would like to relate these parameters to the number of heterotic strings N .
To do this we first recall that anomaly inflow [19] relates the central charges and
current algebra levels to the coefficients of bulk Chern-Simons terms on AdS3 (we review
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this in section 5.) The precise relation derived in [21] lets us write the Chern-Simons
couplings on AdS3 as
SCS =
cL − cR
96π
∫
Ω(ω) +
k
8πxv
∫
Ω(A) , (3.1)
where ω is the spin-connection, A is the SO(p+1) connection, and Ω is the Chern-Simons
3-form
Ω(ω) = Tr(ωdω +
2
3
ω3) , Ω(A) = Trv(AdA+
2
3
A3) . (3.2)
In (3.1) xv denotes the Dynkin index of the vector representation of SO(p+1); it is equal
to 2 for SO(3) and 1 for the other cases.
Our strategy will be to extract terms of the form (3.1) from the complete spacetime
action reduced to AdS3 in the presence of N units of flux. We emphasize again that the
geometries in question are of order string scale for all N , and so we cannot neglect α′-
corrections when doing this. We write the bosonic sector of the heterotic string action
including all higher derivative terms schematically as
S =
1
2κ210
∫
d10x
√−g L(gMN , φ,H,Ahet) . (3.3)
Here L is a function of the metric, dilaton, 3-form field strength, Yang-Mills fields, and
their derivatives. In heterotic string theory the 3-form field strength is determined by
anomaly cancellation to be of the form
H = dB +
α′
4
Ω(ω)− α
′
4
Ω(Ahet) . (3.4)
The Yang-Mills fields Ahet will be set to zero for the time being; we comment on their role
at the end of the calculation.
We need an expression for the number N of heterotic strings. Gauss’ law for the flux
ΠMNP = ∂L∂HMNP states that the surface integral
∫
⋆Π is independent of the radial location
of the surface. In the near horizon region our ansatz gives
ΠMNP = −1
6
QǫMNP , (3.5)
where ǫMNP is the volume form of AdS3 and Q is a parameter proportional to the number
of fundamental strings. The solutions we consider asymptote to a flat region where all
higher derivative terms are negligible. There the conserved charge can be derived from the
usual two-derivative action
S2 =
1
2κ210
∫
d10x
√−ge−2φ
[
R + 4∂Mφ∂Mφ− 1
12
HMNPHMNP
]
, (3.6)
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which gives the standard expression for N
N =
2πα′
2κ210
∫
∞
⋆H , (3.7)
with the integral evaluated over the asymptotic Sp × T 7−p. Flux conservation and (3.5)
then relates N to the near horizon data as
N =
2πα′V7
2κ210
∫
⋆Π =
2πα′QV7
2κ210
, (3.8)
where V7 is the volume of S
p × T 7−p.
The 10 dimensional origin of the Chern-Simons terms on AdS3 is seen from (3.4). In
particular, we are just interested in the terms in the action linear in ΩMNP . The relevant
term is
SCS =
1
2κ210
∫
d10x
√−g α
′
4
∂L
∂HMNP
ΩMNP . (3.9)
We can now use (3.6), (3.8), and the definition of Π to express this as
SCS =
N
8π
∫
AdS3
Ω . (3.10)
We have now almost achieved our goal of extracting the Chern-Simons terms (3.1)
from the general action (3.3). The only missing ingredient is that so far we just considered
pure AdS3 × Sp × T 7−p. In this case the SO(p+ 1) connection vanishes, and so in (3.10)
we have Ω = Ω(ω). To turn on a SO(p + 1) connection along with the gravitational
terms we replace the sphere metric ds2 =
∑p+1
i=1 dy
idyi (with
∑p+1
i=1 y
iyi = 1) by ds2 =∑p+1
i=1 (dy
i − Aijyj)(dyi − Aikyk) (for details on this see [34]). The Chern-Simons terms
then become
SCS =
N
8π
∫
AdS3
Ω(ω) +
N
8π
∫
AdS3
Ω(A) . (3.11)
Comparing with (3.1) we finally read off the relation between the central extensions and
the number of fundamental strings
cL − cR = 12N , k =
{
2N , p = 2
N , p > 2
(3.12)
This is the result we wanted to establish. The result is particularly useful when the level k is
related by supersymmetry to one of the central charges, since then the equations determine
the central charges cL,R separately. For example, large 5D black strings preserve a right-
moving N = 4 algebra with SO(3) R-symmetry and so cR = 6k = 12N [20]. However,
the fundamental heterotic string solutions are expected to have more supersymmetry, and
hence we can not assume this relation in general. This is the topic of the next section.
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Our derivation gives the exact answer for cL − cR and k provided that the complete
contribution to the Chern-Simons terms comes from (3.4) in this manner. To establish
this completely we would have to carry out a complete Kaluza-Klein reduction of the
ten dimensional action down to three dimensions, which is obviously not possible given
our general starting point. While it is possible that additional Chern-Simons terms are
generated by the details of the Kaluza-Klein reduction, we view this as unlikely, and will
henceforth assume that (3.12) are the correct expressions.
Returning to the Ω(Ahet) term in (3.4), we can repeat the previous derivation and
deduce the Chern-Simons term for the heterotic gauge fields
SCS = −N
8π
∫
AdS3
Ω(Ahet). (3.13)
For example, for the SO(32) heterotic string, we then find a left moving SO(32) current
algebra at level k = N .5 For compactification on T 7−p we also have U(1)7−p × U(1)7−p
gauge fields. At a generic point in moduli space, these combine with the unbroken SO(32)
gauge fields in a SO(23 − p, 7 − p) invariant fashion. That is to say, we find a signature
(23− p, 7− p) spectrum of U(1) currents.
4. Nonlinear superconformal algebras and exact central charges
In this section we try to identify the relevant superconformal algebras governing our
spacetimes. One benefit of being able to determine the correct algebra is that this will
determine the quantum corrections to the central charges in (3.12).
As before, we assume the existence of AdS3 × Sp × T 7−p solutions and use general
principles to anticipate their properties. Specifically, we expect the solution to preserve 16
supersymmetries due to the usual near horizon supersymmetry enhancement, and these
should all be rightmoving supersymmetries in the boundary superconformal algebra. The
global symmetry group should therefore contain one of the four supergroups with 16 su-
percharges:
5 Note that the relative minus sign compared to (3.11) is what tell us that this current algebra
is left moving.
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Supergroup R-symmetry
OSp(8|2;R) SO(8)
F (4) Spin(7)
SU(1, 1|4) U(1)× SU(4)
OSp(4∗|4) SU(2)× Sp(4)
Table 1: Supergroups with 16 supersymmetries, and their R-symmetry groups.
We also expect the R-symmetry group to include an SO(p+1) factor from isometries
of the sphere and this further helps identifying the candidate group in specific examples.
We want to determine the local symmetries of the dual boundary theory for a given
supergroup. We can immediately rule out the ordinary superconformal algebras, since
these have at most 8 supersymmetries [35]. It is then natural to turn to the “nonlinear
superconformal algebras” [8,9], since these can have additional supersymmetries with large
R-symmetries, and furthermore arise as the asymptotic symmetry algebras of AdS3 super-
gravity based on the corresponding supergroups [18]. The nonlinearity refers to the fact
that the OPE of two supercurrents includes bilinears of the R-symmetry currents. The
nonlinear superconformal algebras have been classified as [8,9,11,12,13,14]:
Superalgebra Supercurrent rep. ρ central charge
ÔSp(n|2;R) n of SO(n) k(6k+n2−10)2(k+n−3)
ŜU(1, 1|n)n6=2 n⊕ n¯ of U(n) 3k(n+2k)+(n−1)(1+(n+1)k)k+n−1
ŜU(1, 1|2)/U(1) 2⊕ 2¯ of SU(2) 6k
ÔSp(4∗|2m) (2, 2m) of SU(2)× Sp(2m) − [6k−(2m+1)(m−2)][k+m+2]−6k
k−m+2
D̂1(2, 1;α) (2, 2¯) of SU(2)× SU(2) 6k1k2k1+k2
Ĝ(3) 7 of G2
k(9k+31)
2(k+3)
F̂ (4) 8 of Spin(7) 2k(2k+11)k+4
Table 2: Nonlinear superconformal algebras and their central charges.
For each entry we have recorded the Virasoro central charge which is related by Jacobi
identities to the level k of the affine R-symmetry algebra. Our definition of k is based on
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writing the current algebra OPE as
Ja(z)Jb(w) ∼ k
(z − w)2 δ
ab +
ifabc
z − wJ
c(w) , (4.1)
in Lie algebra conventions where the Killing metric is δab and long roots are normalized
to have squared length two. We detail the normalizations in the Appendix.
Three of the cases in the above table are actually ordinary linear superconformal
algebras. In particular, ÔSp(2|2;R) is the N = 2 algebra; ŜU(1, 1|2)/U(1) is the small
N = 4 algebra; and D̂1(2, 1;α) is the large N = 4 algebra.
The ÔSp(4∗|2m) case deserves further comment. In [12] the levels of the Ŝp(2m)
and ŜU(2) are denoted as k1 and k2 respectively. Jacobi identities relate them as k1 =
−(k2 + 2m + 4)/2. This relation has the important consequence that k1 and k2 have
opposite signs for large level, clashing with unitarity. As explained in the appendix, in our
conventions the ŜU(2) level is given by k = k2/2.
For ŜU(1, 1|n)n6=2 k refers to the level of the ŜU(n) part. The level of the Û(1) (as
defined in [8,9]) is fixed by Jacobi identities to be −(k + n).
As noted already, these nonlinear superconformal algebras arise as the asymptotic
symmetry algebras of AdS3 supergravity based on the corresponding supergroup. In par-
ticular, in [18] a classical gravity analysis was carried out yielding a nonlinear Poisson
bracket algebra. The Poisson bracket algebras can be understood as the large k contrac-
tion of the quantum algebras, and so the central charge that appears is given by the large
k limit of the formulas appearing in Table 2. The proportionality of c and k in the classical
approximation follows directly from the fact that the classical action is proportional to k.
In AdS3 gravity the classical central charge is given by the Brown-Henneaux formula
c = 3ℓA
2G3
and so k ∼ ℓA
G3
∼ ℓA
ℓPl
. The general central charge formulas c(k) admit, for large
k, an expansion in 1/k. We now see that these corrections are governed by powers of the
Newton constant, and so represent a series of quantum gravity corrections. It is interesting
that for nonlinear algebras these corrections are determined algebraically via the Jacobi
identities. We explain in more detail how these come about from the gravity point of view
in the following two sections.
Looking at Tables 1 and 2, we can identify evidence for and against the hypothesis
that the nonlinear superconformal algebras govern the heterotic string solutions. The
ÔSp(4∗|4) case has the best chance of being realized for AdS3 × S2 × T 5, with the SU(2)
R-symmetry being the isometries of the S2. It was recently shown in [28] that the AdS3×S2
solution discussed in section 2 in fact has superisometry group OSp(4∗|4), with the Sp(4)
symmetry arising from the fermions on T 5. According to (3.12) the central charge of the
supersymmetric side has the value cR = −12N . The magnitude of this result is desirable,
although the sign is clearly not. If we instead had cR = +12N then from (3.12) we would
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also deduce the desired cL = 24N . Note that taking N < 0 does not fix the sign problem,
as this is just a parity transformation interchanging L and R.
More generally, an underlying problem is that the ŜU(2) and Ŝp(2m) levels are forced
by the Jacobi identities to have opposite signs, which means there are no unitary highest
weight representations of this algebra. In particular, acting with the negative level Ja−1
on a highest weight state yields a negative norm state. At the classical level, a negative
level manifests itself by making the energy unbounded from below. While this is obviously
cause for concern, other aspects of this proposal are sufficiently attractive to justify further
study.
This same nonunitarity problem afflicts ŜU(1, 1|4), whose SU(4) ∼= SO(6) is poten-
tially the isometry group of an S5. There are again no unitary representation since either
the ŜU(4) or Û(1) levels is necessarily negative. In this case the large N central charge
is cR = 6N , half of what we would expect, making the identification with the heterotic
worldsheet field content obscure.
There are no obvious obstacles to having unitary representations in the ÔSp(8|2;R)
and F̂ (4) cases. Some evidence for unitary ÔSp(8|2;R) representations is given in [10].
These two cases are conceivably related to AdS3 × S7 and AdS3 × S6 × S1. The large N
central charges are cR = 3N and cR = 4N respectively,
5. Quantum corrected central charges
As we just reviewed, the nonlinear superconformal algebras imply nontrivial relations
between the central charge and the current algebra level, cR(k). For large k we can think
of this in terms of an expansion in 1/k. From the bulk point of view this is an expansion
in g2s , and so the corrections correspond to quantum corrections in the bulk. A classical
computation in the bulk is only sensitive to the part of cR proportional to k.
To explain how to get the subleading terms we first consider a simpler system con-
sisting of a gauge field on a fixed asymptotically AdS3 geometry. The action is
6
S = − ik
8π
∫
M
Tr′(AdA+
2
3
A3) +
k
8π
∫
∂M
√
ggαβTr′(AαAβ) , (5.1)
with A = iAaT a, T a being the generators of some group G. The notation Tr′ denotes a
representation independent trace, Tr′ = 1xρTr, where xρ is the Dynkin index. As we review
momentarily, this theory possesses a level k G-current algebra. The boundary term in
(5.1) should be understood in terms of the standard holographic renormalization procedure
6 In this section we work in Euclidean signature, which accounts for the i in front of the
Chern-Simons term.
applied to Chern-Simons theory [36]. This procedure also gives vanishing classical Brown-
Henneaux central charge, which is just a trivial consequence of the absence of dynamical
gravity (we think of takingGN →∞ in the Brown-Henneaux formula c = 3ℓ/2GN ). On the
other hand, the Sugawara stress tensor for this theory has the central charge c = kdim(G)k+g
where g is the dual Coxeter number. This is perfectly consistent, since for large k the
Sugawara central charge is O(1), and the classical computation only sees the O(k) part.
The nonzero central charge arises from the quantum fluctuations of the gauge fields.
We first review how to derive the current algebra from the action (5.1). The metric
takes the asymptotic form
ds2 = dη2 + e2η/ℓg
(0)
αβdx
αdxβ + . . . . (5.2)
We choose conformal gauge, g
(0)
αβdx
αdxβ = e2ωdwdw. In the gauge Aη = 0, the boundary
conditions on the components Aw,w require them to be finite as η →∞.
With the boundary term in (5.1), the variational principle corresponds to holding
fixed Aw on the boundary but allowing Aw to fluctuate. Indeed, the on-shell variation of
the action is
δS =
k
π
∫
∂M
d2wTr′(AwδAw) . (5.3)
The corresponding current is then
Jaw = −iπ
δS
δAaw
= ikAaw . (5.4)
Under a gauge transformation
δAaα = ∂αΛ
a + fabcΛbAcα , (5.5)
the current varies as
δJaw = ik∂wΛ
a + fabcΛbJcw . (5.6)
We can now use standard CFT results (here in the context of classical field theory on AdS)
to write
δJaw(w0) = iResw→w0Λ
b(w)Jbw(w)J
a
w(w0) , (5.7)
from which we read off the OPE
Jaw(w)J
b
w(0) ∼
k
w2
δab +
ifabc
w
Jc(0) . (5.8)
This confirms the existence of a level k current algebra.
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Now we come the question of the central charge. This can be computed from the
stress tensor two-point function on the plane, 〈Tww(w)Tww(0)〉 = c2w4 . Since in (5.1) the
metric only appears in the boundary term, the stress tensor is given by
Tww = 2π
δS
δgww
= k(Aaw)
2 . (5.9)
By the standard rules of AdS/CFT, the two-point function 〈Tww(w)Tww(0)〉 is proportional
to k2(Aaw(w))
2(Aaw(0))
2, where at the classical level Aaw is the gauge field consistent with
the equations of motion and boundary conditions. In computing the stress tensor correlator
on the plane we have the boundary condition Aaw = 0 and hence the classical solution has
Aaw = 0 as well. We conclude that the stress tensor correlator vanishes classically, and
then so too does the classical central charge.
What makes the quantum central charge nonvanishing is that the gauge field Aaw un-
dergoes quantum fluctuations controlled by 1/k. The relevant fluctuations are localized at
the AdS boundary, since this is where the stress tensor lives. To quantize these fluctuations
we can use the well known fact that bulk Chern-Simons theory localizes to a WZW theory
on the boundary [37,38,39].
To proceed (see e.g. [40]) we write
A = g−1dg + g−1Ag . (5.10)
Here A is a background connection with the prescribed boundary condition for Aw. Sub-
stituting into (5.1) we get, in conformal gauge,
Sgauge = − ik
8π
∫
M
Tr′(AdA+
2
3
A3) +
k
8π
∫
∂M
√
ggαβTr′(AαAβ)
= − ik
8π
∫
∂M
Tr′(g−1∂gg−1∂g−1 − 2g−1∂gAw)− ik
24π
∫
M
Tr′(g−1dg)3 .
(5.11)
That is to say, we get a WZW model with the current J ∼ kg−1∂g coupled to the external
potential Aw.
In this theory the conformal boundary metric g
(0)
αβ couples to the Sugawara stress
energy tensor, which is the quantum version of the classical formula (5.9). Computation
of the AdS3 central charge from the stress tensor two-point function now becomes the
same computation as in the boundary WZW model. Hence, we automotically recover the
Sugawara central charge c = kdim(G)k+g . The point we wish to make here is that the full
result follows from a systematic application of the AdS/CFT correspondence.
6. Nonlinear superconformal algebra from holographic renormalization
The nonlinear superconformal algebras have a “physical” realization as the asymptotic
symmetry algebras of AdS3 supergravities [16,17,18]. In [18] the algebras were found by
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applying the Regge-Teitelboim method [41]. In this section we will reproduce the result
in the framework of holographic renormalization, which is the most convenient approach
within AdS/CFT. The logic is exactly the same as led to the current algebra (5.8). In this
approach, the Sugawara stress tensor contribution that was added by hand in [18] arises
automatically, see (5.9).
The novelty of the nonlinear superconformal algebras lies in the OPE of two super-
currents, which has the schematic structure
G(w)G(0) ∼ 1
w3
+
J
w2
+
∂J
w
+
T
w
+
JJ
w
. (6.1)
In particular, the nonlinearity referes to the appearance of JJ . In the following we will
derive (6.1) in the simplified case where the metric is pure AdS3. Including a general
metric is completely straightforward, but clutters the computation.
The bulk supergravity action contains the usual Einstein-Hilbert term with negative
cosmological constant, Chern-Simons terms for the gauge-fields, and the most relevant
piece for the present purposes, the Rarita-Schwinger term for the gravitino
SRS =
i
16πGN
∫
d3x
(
ǫMNPψ
i
MDijNψjP +
e
2ℓ
ψ
i
MΓ
MNψiN
)
. (6.2)
Here i = 1 . . . dim(R), where R is the representation of the gauge group under which the
gravitinos transform. The covariant derivative is defined as
DijM =
(
∂M +
1
4
ωAˆBˆM ΓAˆBˆ
)
δij + AaM (T
a)ij , (6.3)
where a = 1, . . . , dim(G) and T a are generators of the gauge group G. Three-dimensional
indices are capitalized M,N, P , with tangent space indices being indicated with hats.
Later, we will need indices on the two dimensional boundary labeled by lower-case letters
m,n.
The OPE (6.1) will be extracted from the supersymmetry transformations of the
gravitinos, which are
δǫψ
i
M =
(
DM ǫ+ 1
2ℓ
eAˆMΓAˆǫ
)i
. (6.4)
6.1. Deriving the boundary supercurrent
To derive the boundary supercurrent we must first obtain the leading radial behaviour
of the gravitino from its equation of motion. As noted above, we take the metric to be
pure AdS3
ds2 = dη2 + e2η/ℓdwdw . (6.5)
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We work in the gauge ψiη = Aη = 0, for which the equations of motion
ǫMNPDijNψjP +
e
2ℓ
ΓMNψiN = 0 , (6.6)
simplify to
0 =
(
∂ηˆ +
1
2ℓ
Γηˆ
)
ψiw ,
0 =
(
∂ηˆ +
1
2ℓ
Γηˆ
)
ψiw .
(6.7)
The main simplification here is that the covariant derivative in the radial η direction
has vanishing spin-connection7 and so becomes Dη = ∂η = ∂ηˆ. Our convention for the
antisymmetric tensor is ǫwˆwˆηˆ = +1 and we choose ΓAˆBˆCˆ = −ǫAˆBˆCˆ . Since Γwˆwˆ = −Γwˆwˆ =
+Γηˆ we have Γ
2
ηˆ = 1, i.e., Γηˆ is the 2d chirality operator. Decomposing the spinors as
Γηˆψ
i
m± = ±ψim± , (6.8)
we can solve (6.7) with
ψiw = ψ
i
−we
η/2ℓ + ψi+we
−η/2ℓ ,
ψiw = ψ
i
−we
η/2ℓ + ψi+we
−η/2ℓ .
(6.9)
The leading boundary components ψi−,w,w of both spinors have negative 2d chirality.
As usual in AdS/CFT, the leading boundary component plays the role of a source in
the CFT coupled to a boundary current (in this case the supercurrent). To extract the
current we now consider the on-shell variation of the action (6.2)
δSRS =
i
16πGN
∫
d2w ǫmn
(
ψ
i
mδψ
i
n
)
=
i
16πGN
∫
d2w
(
ψ
i
wδψ
i
w − ψ
i
wδψ
i
w
)
=
i
16πGN
∫
d2w
(
ψi+wδψ
i
−w − ψi−wδψi+w − ψi+wδψi−w + ψi−wδψi+w
)
,
(6.10)
where the Majorana conjugate spinor is defined by ψ = ψTC with charge conjugation
matrix C = iσ2.
We seek a variational principle in which we hold fixed the leading boundary compo-
nents. For this to be valid we need to add a boundary term to the action to cancel the
unwanted variations in (6.10),
Sbndy =
i
16πGN
∫
d2x ǫmn ψi+mψ
i
−n
=
i
16πGN
∫
d2w
(
ψi+wψ
i
−w − ψi+wψi−w
)
,
(6.11)
7 The spin-connection ωabη only receives a contribution from gravitino induced torsion which
will vanish at the boundary η → ∞.
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leaving the desired result
δ(SRS + Sbndy) =
i
8πGN
∫
d2w
(
ψi+wδψ
i
−w − ψi+wδψi−w
)
. (6.12)
We now define the boundary supercurrent via
δS ≡ 1
8π
∫
d2w G
im
δψim , (6.13)
where the prefactor was fixed for later convenience. We thus find the holomorphic and
anti-holomorphic boundary supercurrents
Gi+w ≡ Gi =
i
2GN
ψi+w , G
i
+w ≡ G
i
= − i
2GN
ψi+w . (6.14)
Although we obtain both holomorphic and antiholomorphic supercurrents, we will see
that the action (6.2) only provides the boundary OPE of the holomorphic side. The
corresponding antiholomorphic boundary algebra is obtained from the additional Rarita-
Schwinger term for a gravitino ψi˜ which transforms in a representation R˜ and with opposite
sign AdS3 mass term − 12ℓψ
i˜
MΓ
MNψi˜.
6.2. Bulk symmetries and the boundary OPE
The Noether theorem relates the OPE between the supercurrent Gi and another
current Φ to the variation of the supercurrent δGi under the symmetry transformation
generated by Φ. Here we are interested in the OPE between two supercurrents, which is
then related to the supersymmetry transformation by the standard CFT expression
δǫG
i
w(w0) = iResw→w0ǫ
j(w)Gjw(w)G
i
w(w0) , (6.15)
where the expression for δǫG
i
w is that induced by the susy transformation (6.4).
According to the AdS/CFT dictionary, the two-point function on the right hand side
is
GiGj =
δ2S
δψi−wδψ
j
−w
∣∣∣∣∣
ψj
−w
= ψj
−w
= 0
(6.16)
The boundary conditions ψi−w = ψ
i
−w = 0 ensure that the external sources are turned off.
Our susy transformations should preserve our gauge choice ψiη = 0, so we need
δǫψ
i
η ≡ 0 =
(
∂ηˆ +
1
2ℓ
Γηˆ
)
ǫi , (6.17)
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which determines the radial dependence of the spinorial parameter as
ǫi = ǫi−e
η/2ℓ + ǫi+e
−η/2ℓ, (6.18)
by repeating the manipulations yielding (6.7)–(6.9).
A symmetry transformation should also be one that leaves the sources invariant, so
we need δψi−,w,w = 0. This condition relates ǫ
i
+ and ǫ
i
− as follows. We need the covariant
derivatives
Dw + 1
2ℓ
eAˆwΓAˆ = ∂w + Aw +
1
ℓ
ewˆwΓwˆ , Dw +
1
2ℓ
eAˆwΓAˆ = ∂w +Aw , (6.19)
and a representation of the Gamma matrices satisfying our conventions
Γηˆ =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, Γwˆ =
(
0 0
−√2 0
)
, Γwˆ =
(
0 −√2
0 0
)
. (6.20)
Then the remaining bulk supersymmetry transformations read
δψiw =
[
(∂w +Aw)
(
1 0
0 1
)
+
1
ℓ
√
2
(
0 0
−√2 0
)]i
j
ǫj ,
δψiw =
[
(∂w +Aw)
(
1 0
0 1
)]i
j
ǫj .
(6.21)
The constraint δψi−w = 0 now determines ǫ+ as
ǫi+ = ℓ (∂w +Aw)
i
j ǫ
j
− , (6.22)
and δψi−w = 0 requires
(∂w + Aw)
i
j ǫ
j
− = 0 . (6.23)
From (6.23) we find that the supersymmetry parameter is covariantly holomorphic, as
expected for the holomorphic part of the boundary algebra. Collecting results, we find the
variation of the supercurrent
δGi =
i
2GN
δψi+w
=
i
2GN
(∂w + Aw)
i
j ǫ
j
+
=
iℓ
2GN
(∂w + Aw)
i
j (∂w +Aw)
j
k ǫ
k
− .
(6.24)
We can now read off the boundary OPE of two supercurrents by using (6.15) and the
expression (5.4) for the boundary current Jaw = ikA
a
w. We find
Gi(w)Gj(0) ∼ ℓ
GN
(
δij
w3
+
1
k
Ja(T a)ij
w2
+
1
2k
∂wJ
a
w(T
a)ij
w
+
1
2k2
JawJ
b
w(T
a)ik(T b) jk
w
)
.
(6.25)
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To compare with the CFT literature we need to trade ℓ for k. We first use the Brown-
Henneaux formula c = 3ℓ/2GN . For the simple supergroups with irreducible ρ (the cases
OSp(m|2;R), G(3) and F (4)) the large k relation between c and k is8
c =
3k
2χ
, χ =
xρdim(G)
dim(ρ)(dim(ρ)− 1) , (6.26)
as can be verified from Table 2. This gives
Gi(w)Gj(0) ∼ k
χ
δij
w3
+
1
χ
Ja(T a)ij
w2
+
1
2χ
∂wJ
a
w(T
a)ij
w
+
1
2χk
JawJ
b
w(T
a)ik(T b) jk
w
. (6.27)
The term quadratic in the currents includes the Sugawara contribution to the stress-tensor
(see (5.9)) so we can write the complete expansion as
Gi(w)Gj(0) ∼ k
χ
δij
w3
+
1
χ
Ja(T a)ij
w2
+
2Tδij
w
+
1
2χ
∂wJ
a
wT
a
w
+
1
2χk
JawJ
b
wP
ij
ab
w
, (6.28)
where P ijab =
1
2{T a, T b}ij − 2χδabδij . This is our final result for the OPE of two super-
currents. For specific groups the Lie algebra may be such that P ijab = 0 identically, and
so the nonlinear term in (6.28) vanishes. This happens for SO(3), corresponding to the
usual N = 4 SCA. But for more general groups the nonlinearity persists. The coefficients
of all the terms in (6.28) agree for large k with those previously determined by analyzing
the Jacobi identities of the quantum nonlinear SCA (see e.g., [15].)
As we have emphasized, the computation done here is classical and so our expressions
are valid only up to corrections suppressed by O(1/k). For instance, in the quantum
treatment the JJ product in (6.27) requires normal ordering. On the one hand, the 1/k
corrections can be determined algebraically by demanding a consistent operator algebra
obeying the Jacobi identities. On the other hand, we can also understand the origin of
the 1/k corrections from the gravity point of view, in the same spirit as discussed at the
end of section 5. The corrections come from quantizing the fluctuations around AdS, and
in particular the pure gauge modes localized near the boundary. In section 5 these modes
were described by a WZW model, while in the present case they are described by a super
Liouville theory, as shown in [18]. Quantizing this theory will then yield the full central
charge expressions of Table 2.
7. String Theory on AdS3 × S2
In this section we make some comments on the heterotic σ-model with AdS3 × S2
target space. This is the holographic dual of N fundamental heterotic strings.
8 There are analogous case-by-case formulas for the other groups.
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Let us begin by recalling the basics of heterotic string theory on a SL(2)k×SU(2)k′×
U(1)4 target space. This is just a sum of WZW -models. Keeping track of just the bosons,
the world-sheet central charge becomes
cB,ws =
3kB
kB + 2
+
3k′B
k′B − 2
+ 4 . (7.1)
To get the critical central charge we need cB,ws = 10, as for 10 free bosons. This gives the
condition
kB = k
′
B + 4 . (7.2)
Of course the heterotic model also has additional left-moving field such that the total
left-moving central charge has the correct value cL,ws = 26.
The right-moving fermions in the heterotic model change the accounting in two ways.
First, their central charge contribute cF,ws = 5 such that the total right-moving central
charge has the correct value cR,ws = 15. Second, world-sheet supersymmetry demands that
these fermions are organized into ŜL(2)× ŜU(2)× Û(1)4 current algebra. They contribute
kF = −2, k′F = 2 such that the total levels on the right side become kR,tot = kB − 2,
k′R,tot = k
′
B − 2.
In order to fully specify the model we must find kB, which then determined the level
of all the world-sheet current algebras. String theory on AdS3 [42,43] has a spacetime
Virasoro algebra with central charge related to the level of the world-sheet ŜL(2) current
as
cspacetime = 6ktotN . (7.3)
The overall factor of N is due to winding of the map between string world-sheet and
spacetime target. The general construction above describes a bound state of fundamental
strings together with NS fivebranes. We now try to get rid of the fivebranes. Given
only fundamental strings, our expectation from spacetime considerations is cR = 12N ,
cL = 24N (with 1/N corrections coming from string loop corrections). Then (7.3) indicates
kB = kL,tot = 4 by considering the left-movers. This fixes the right-moving level to
kR,tot = kB − 2 = 2 and then (7.3) gives the correct right-moving central charge as well.
This result was not automatic so it gives a modest check on the basic accounting.
As we have discussed, the nonlinear superconformal algebras determine the corrections
of (7.3) due to string loops. In principle such corrections could be verified by direct
computation of string loops in the σ-model. Alhough it is unlikely that such explicit
computations are ever going to be practical it is meaningful that there is a concrete and
nontrivial prediction.
We next consider the SU(2) factor of the world-sheet theory. According to (7.1) with
kB = 4 the bosonic SU(2) level becomes k
′
B = 0. All that remains is then k
′
R = 2 from
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the right-moving fermions. The symmetry is therefore reduced, from SU(2)R × SU(2)L
in a generic σ-model to SU(2)R. This is consistent with describing a spacetime S
2 rather
than S3. In the present context this is just what we want. The disappearance of one of
the bosonic SU(2)’s is reminiscent of the model for fundamental strings presented in [44].
According to [42,43] a world-sheet current algebra at level kws gives rise in spacetime
to an affine current with the level
kspacetime = kwsN . (7.4)
In the present case, the world-sheet ŜU(2) with level k′R = 2 gives a spacetime ŜU(2) with
level 2N , in agreement with (3.12). It is also worth noting that ŜU(2)2 can be bosonized
to a supersymmetric to a supersymmetric Û(1) with the boson at the self-dual radius.
This is the value (2.8) of the fifth circle that appears in the classical geometry.
As an aside, we make the following suggestive observation. Since all the right-moving
world-sheet fermions are free they form an ŜO(8) at level 1, as is familiar from strings in flat
space. According to (7.4) this would give a spacetime ŜO(8) at level kSO(8) = N . Since
we would like to compactify five of the bosonic directions (although our construction only
has a manifest T 4) the spectrum generically respects only the ŜO(3)1 ⊂ ŜO(8)1 subgroup,
which appeared above as an ŜU(2). At some points in moduli space the spectrum respects
the centralizer as well, an ŜO(5) at level 1. According to (7.4) this gives a spacetime ŜO(5)
at level N .
The direct construction of the superisometry was given in [28]. The corresponding
nonlinear algebra is ÔSp(4∗|4). This algebra has spacetime R-symmetry ŜO(3)−2N ×
ŜO(5)N . It is not clear what one is to make of the negative level, and the related fact that
the representations appearing in the spacetime spectrum are nonunitary. It is therefore
also unclear whether one should take seriously the apparent match between (the absolute
value of) these levels and those discussed in the previous paragraph.
So far we focussed on the bosonic symmetries and found promising results using
simple and rather robust arguments. We next consider supersymmetry which will turn
out to be more confusing. The world-sheet theory must of course respect the right-moving
supersymmetry because it is gauged. Having introduced a bosonic ŜL(2)4 the supercurrent
must be appropriate for ŜL(2) as well. In the present context we can take
TF = ηABψ
AjB − i
6
ǫABCψ
AψBψC − i
6
ǫA′B′C′χ
A′χB
′
χC
′
+ λi∂Yi , (7.5)
where jB denote the bosonic ŜL(2) currents, ψA are the SL(2) fermions, χA
′
are three
fermions forming ŜU(2)2, and (λ
i, Yi) realize the supersymmetric Û(1)
4. Bosonizing as
usual the 10 fermions into 5 HI ’s, there are 32 candidate spacetime supersymmetries
Qα = exp
(
1
2 i
5∑
I=1
ǫIH
I
)
. (7.6)
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Mutual locality imposes the GSO projection
∏5
I=1 ǫ
I = 1 and locality with respect to the
world-sheet supercurrent (7.5) further imposes
∏3
I=1 ǫ
I = 1. Therefore, there are only 8
spacetime supersymmetries whereas we expected enhancement to 16 supersymmetries. In
fact, it is this enhancement that forces the appearance of a the nonlinear superconformal
algebra in spacetime, our main interest. The key test for a successful σ-model is to achieve
the correct spacetime supersymmetry.
There is one more important ingredient to consider: the construction may need spe-
cific discrete identifications realized by some orbifold. Generally σ-models realize S2 as the
Lenz space S3/Zp by taking an asymmetric Zp orbifold of SU(2). The world-sheet central
charges discussed above are not affected by such an orbifold, but other symmetries includ-
ing supersymmetries depend sensitively on such discrete choices. An explicit model in the
context of string theory in AdS3 [42,43] was studied in [45]. In this model the currents are
invariant under the orbifold at the lowest level p = 2 and so the model is precisely the one
discussed above. This model appears to have only 8 spacetime supersymmetries and so it
is not quite the correct dual.
Another approach to the asymmetric orbifold S3/Zp [46] represents some of the left-
movers as fermions and use these to balance the anomaly from the asymmetric gauging
of the SU(2) (some useful details are given in [47]). In this model there is an enhanced
discrete symmetry which is not manifest when the left-movers are represented as bosons.
The special case where the left-moving fermions are neutral under the gauging (so their
charges Q = 0) was proposed in [28] as the holographic dual of fundamental strings.
However, it is (again) not clear how to achieve the correct spacetime supersymmetry.
8. Discussion
In this paper we studied aspects of the holographic description of fundamental het-
erotic strings, and in particular the hypothesis that they are governed by nonlinear su-
perconformal algebras. There are many open questions and further avenues to pursue; we
close by mentioning a few.
There are several arguments supporting the appearance of ÔSp(4∗|4) in the five di-
mensional heterotic string. In particular, the identification in [28] of OSp(4∗|4) as the
superisometry group is an excellent clue. It should be possible to actually prove this asser-
tion, at least in the context of five dimensional R2 supergravity, by constructing explicitly
the generators of the algebra. Note that this is different than finding the superisometry
group; indeed, the structure of the full nonlinear algebra implies that the Lie algebra of
OSp(4∗|4) is not in fact a subalgebra of the full ÔSp(4∗|4), except in the k →∞ limit.
Assuming that the nonlinear algebras indeed appear in the present context, to fill
in the CFT side of the AdS/CFT correspondence we need to identify boundary CFTs
possessing these symmetry algebras. Not much is known about such field theories.
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In [48] Witten gave a proposal for the boundary CFT description of pure gravity in
AdS3. It might similarly be worthwhile to consider the CFT dual of pure AdS3 supergravity
based on the various supergroups. As we have emphasized here, the Jacobi identities by
themselves already lead to highly nontrivial quantum gravity predictions for corrections
to the black hole entropy. Pursuing the logic of [48] should lead to further structure.
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Appendix A. Conventions and normalizations
The detailed expressions for the nonlinear superconformal algebras depend on many
group theory conventions, which can differ among the cited references [8-14]. For conve-
nience, here we give our conventions and explain the relation of our formulas to those in
the references. Our primary reference is [49].
A.1. Basic Lie algebra
The scalar product of two Lie algebra elements X and Y is given by the basis inde-
pendent Killing form
K(X, Y ) =
1
2g
Tr(adXadY ) , (A.1)
where g is the dual Coxeter number, defined below. We normalize the generators of the
Lie algebra such that K(T a, T b) = δab. Roots are introduced by writing the algebra in its
standard Cartan form
[Hi, Eα] = αiEα , (A.2)
with Hi properly normalized. We take the long roots of the algebra to have length squared
ψ2 = 2.
All other normalizations are fixed by these conventions. The generators in some
general representation ρ are normalized according to
Trρ(T
aT b) = 2xρδ
ab , (A.3)
which defines the Dynkin index xρ. The dual Coxeter number is
g = xadj =
1
2C2(adj) , (A.4)
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where the quadratic Casimir in the adjoint representation is defined by
facdf bcd = C2(adj)δ
ab . (A.5)
In these conventions we have:
Algebra Dual Coxeter g Dynkin index of defining rep.
SU(n) n 12
SO(n > 3) n-2 1
Sp(2n) n+1 12
Table 3: basic normalizations of some important Lie algebras
In the important case of SO(3) ≃ SU(2) we cannot use n = 3 in SO(n) because
precisely for this case the long root disappears, and so the normalization is off. To compute
the Dynkin index of the vector representation of SO(3) we consider instead the adjoint of
SU(2) and so get xv(SO(3)) = xadj(SU(2)) = g(SU(2)) = 2.
A.2. Conventions for WZW models
We follow [49] and write the topological term in the WZW model as
kΓ =
−ik
24πxρ
∫
Trρ[(g
−1dg)3] , (A.6)
where Trρ represents the trace in the representation ρ and the Dynkin index was introduced
in (A.3). The factor of xρ in the denominator of (A.6) makes kΓ independent of the choice
of ρ. According to [49] the WZW model with our normalizations has the current algebra
OPE
Ja(z)Jb(0) ∼ kδ
ab
z2
+ ifabc
Jc(0)
z
, (A.7)
which is equivalent to the algebra
[Jan , J
b
m] = if
abcJcn+m + knδ
abδn+m . (A.8)
For the action to be well defined the level k must be an integer for any group; for SO(3) it
must be an even integer. When comparing (A.7), (A.8) with the literature it is essential to
normalize the currents consistent with (A.4), (A.5), i.e. such that fadef bde = C2(adj)δ
ab =
2gδab.
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A.3. Central charges of nonlinear algebras
In order to read off the correct results for the central charges of the nonlinear SCAs
we must apply the normalizations above carefully. Some examples:
ÔSp(n|2 : R)
Knizhnik [8] uses fabcfabd = 2(n − 2)δcd = 2gSO(n)δcd and writes the OPE as (A.7),
albeit with k → S. This agrees with our normalizations so Sthere = khere and then [8] gives
c =
k(6k + n2 − 10)
2(k + n− 3) = 3k + . . . . (A.9)
ŜU(1, 1|n)n6=2
In this case Knizhnik [8] writes fabcfabd = 4Nδcd = 4gSU(N)δ
cd and writes the OPE
as (A.7), again with k → S. Here the normalizations are off so that Sthere = 2khere. In
our notation [8] gives
c =
3k(2k + n) + (n− 1)(1 + (n+ 1)k)
k + n− 1 = 6k + . . . . (A.10)
F̂ (4)
We use [12]. Taking ψ2 = 2 all normalizations agree, so kthere = khere. Then
c =
2k(2k + 11)
k + 4
= 4k + . . . . (A.11)
Ĝ(3)
We use [12]. Taking ψ2 = 2 all normalizations agree again, so kthere = khere. Then
c =
k(9k + 31)
2(k + 3)
=
9k
2
+ . . . . (A.12)
ŜU(1, 1|2)/U(1)
This is the standard N = 4 SCA for which
c = 6k (A.13)
D̂1(2, 1;α)
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This is the “large” N = 4 algebra. Our conventions agree with e.g. [50] so that
kthere = khere. The result is
c =
6k1k2
k1 + k2
(A.14)
ÔSp(4∗|2m)
We use [12]. We label ŜU(2) currents as Jαβ and Ŝp(2m) currents as JAB . Both are
symmetric (we’re using Sp convention for SU(2)). The affine ŜU(2) algebra is
[Jαβm , J
γδ
n ] = ǫ
βγJαδm+n + ǫ
αδJβγm+n + ǫ
αγJβδm+n + ǫ
βδJαγm+n − k2(ǫαγǫβδ + ǫβγǫαδ)mδm+n ,
(A.15)
and the analogous structure for the Ŝp(2m) currents with their level being k1. Jacobi
identities determine the central charge as
c = −3k2(k2 + 2m+ 4)
k2 − 2m+ 4 +
6k2 + (2m+ 1)(m− 2)(k2 + 2m+ 4)
k2 − 2m+ 4 , (A.16)
and further relate the levels as
2k1 + k2 + 2m+ 4 = 0 . (A.17)
For large level the relative signs of k1,2 must be opposite. To get a positive central charge
we need k2 < 0.
We need to write the ŜU(2) level k2 in our conventions. The commutation relations
(A.15) give
[J120 , J
11
0 ± J220 ] = −2(J110 ∓ J220 ) , (A.18)
which identifies J3 = 1√
2
J12 as the properly normalized SU(2) Cartan generator which
gives roots of length squared 2. Then (A.16) gives
[J3n, J
3
m] =
k2
2
mδm+n , (A.19)
and comparison with (A.8) identifies the level in our conventions as khere =
1
2k2.
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